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POMP AND

DINING ROOM

Nina Campbell and Justin Van Breda

Decorators and product designers Nina Campbell and Justin Van Breda teamed up to imagine “a formal and sophisticated dining room that’s also
unstuffy,” explains Van Breda, whose elegant furnishings are a natural match for Campbell’s Matisse-inspired textiles from her Les Rêves collection.
OFFICE

Patrik Lönn
Design Inc.

CIRCUMSTANCE

New York– and
Stockholm-based interior
designer and horse lover
Patrik Lönn merged an
African safari and equestrian theme to create “an
intimate office with a
masculine flair.” The decorator lined the walls of the
small space with one of his
favorite patterns—Hermès’s
Jardin d’Osier for Dedar—
and added dark woods and
leathers along with accessories including photographer
Peter Beard’s travel diaries.

What’s a great way to raise money for breast cancer research? In November, the inaugural Holiday
House London showhouse drew some of the world’s top design firms to leafy St. John’s Wood, where they
decorated two adjacent townhouses to the nines. As the venue’s exclusive U.S. media sponsor, NYC&G
was there to document the way great design can support a good cause—and literally change lives.
COMPILED BY ALYSSA BIRD, CAITLIN ST JOHN, AND KELLY VELOCCI | PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAMES BALSTON
For more information on furnishings and accessories pictured in these rooms, see Resources.
For a comprehensive slide show of all rooms featured in Holiday House London, go to cottagesgardens.com/HolidayHouseLondon.
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KITCHEN AND DINING ROOM

Iggi Interior
Design

Touch, sound, smell, and sight are all
deeply considered in Iggi principal
designer Susan White’s whimsical,
art-filled space, from pink-feathered
walls to a ceiling adorned with hard
candies. “Winks of pink serve as a
reminder of the cause,” she says.

BEDROOM

Amelia
Carter
Interiors

“I wanted to do something
that you wouldn’t normally see in London,” says
Amelia Carter, who used de
Gournay’s jungle-themed
wall covering, Amazonia, as
her starting point. “I’ve long
admired this paper, so I was
excited to have an opportunity to put it to work.” She
paired the striking print
with a mix of gilt and rattan furnishings.
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BEDROOM

Studio Suss

Designer Simone Suss decorated this petite bedroom with a
teenage girl in mind, choosing a
palette of pastels with flashes of
neon. “The space is positive and
empowering,” Suss says, “and
exciting to all the senses.”

